Peer and meta-assessment in a project-based large systems engineering course
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Abstract

Modern engineering education programs aim to endow students with knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary to become successful engineers. Engineering students should be able to conceive, design, implement, and operate complex value-added engineering systems—products, processes, and services. Our research goal was to develop and validate a formative assessment method and tool for a large mandatory undergraduate engineering course. The research population consisted of about 130 undergraduate students who studied a systems and information engineering course in a project-based learning (PBL) environment. The students constructed models of Web-based systems using two conceptual modeling approaches and languages: Object Process Methodology (OPM) and Unified Modeling Language (UML). Formative assessment was carried out along these PBL processes. We developed a Web-based formative assessment method for this PBL engineering course that is aligned with the course objectives and accounts for its large scale. The method consisted of peer-assessment and meta-assessment. In the peer assessment, each student ranked four peer projects according to pre-defined criteria via a specially-designed Web-based tool. Finally, we carried out meta-assessment, in which the course team assessed each student based on the quality of his/her arguments and the thinking levels demonstrated in the peer assessment. The findings validated our meta-assessment tools.
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Introduction

Engineering Education

Modern engineering education programs aim to enrich students with the necessary knowledge, skills, and attitudes for becoming successful young engineers (Crawley, Malmqvist, Lucas, & Brodeur, 2011). The goal of such engineering education programs is to train students to be able to conceive, design, implement, and operate complex value-added engineering products, processes, and systems in modern, team-based environments. These insights formed the basis for the CDIO – Conceive-Design-Implement-Operate educational framework (Crawley, Brodeur, & Soderholm, 2008).
Most of the CDIO curriculum features are related to experiential learning (Crawley et al., 2008). This approach emphasizes the importance of active and hands-on learning in both the classroom and modern learning workspaces. CDIO facilitates students' exposure to experiences that engineers are likely to encounter during their professional lives. To enable these kinds of experiences, a typical CDIO-oriented syllabus contains significant elements of project-based learning (Crawley et al., 2011), discussed next.

**Project Based Learning**

Project-based learning (PBL) is a teaching method in which students are challenged with solving realistic problems that do not have a single correct answer. They are guided through a process of analyzing the problem, investigating the solution space in search for alternatives, arguing for and against them, and ultimately presenting a recommended solution (Hsieh & Knight, 2008). PBL is characterized by authentic investigation, collaboration among peers, the use of technology to support inquiry processes, and delivery of an end product (Klein & Merritt, 1994; Krajcik, Czerniak, & Berger, 1999). Through students' active participation in the project execution process, they form original opinions and are encouraged to express individual standpoints. The project fosters students’ awareness of the complexity of systems they would tackle and encourages them to explore the consequences of their own values (Zoller, 1991). Researchers (Mathewson, 2005; Mayer, 2002; Paivio, 1990) have suggested that human cognition is divided into two major processing subsystems: the verbal and the non-verbal, and that knowledge is represented and manipulated through visual and verbal channels. Dori and Belcher (2005) claimed that science teaching which jointly exploits the visual and verbal channels can enhance learning and understanding processes, and improve students' learning outcomes. The information systems engineering project-based course studied and presented in this article is based on constructing conceptual modeling projects which students constructed by using visual diagrams and accompanying text in two leading conceptual modeling languages—UML (OMG UML, 2012) and OPM (Dori, 2002a).

**Conceptual Models**

Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) is an emerging approach to coping with the complexity of current and future systems. Conceptual models represent visually and/or textually human thoughts, ideas, and purposes. MBSE is a necessary tool for coherent thinking, sharing ideas, providing common ground for communication, and solving problems jointly. Conceptual modeling helps understand a complex problem and its potential solutions through abstraction and is therefore an important component in system engineering. MBSE facilitates the construction and communication of complex systems (Thomas, 2004), as it provides means for coordination and caters to common understanding among colleagues and customers.

Evaluating the quality of a conceptual model is a major issue professionals in the field of system engineering tackle (Akoka, Comyn-Wattiau, & Cherfi, 2008). Beside the syntax and structure correctness evaluation, which is generally used to evaluate students' outcomes, there are more criteria which can serve to evaluate undergraduates' conceptual models (Akoka et al., 2008; Lindland, Sindre, & Solvberg, 1994; Mohagheghi & Aagedal, 2007). Our evaluation instruction to the students, embedded in our specially-designed tool, included three criteria in addition to the model correctness: model completeness, documentation, and model clarity and understandability. Completeness of conceptual model means that the model contains all the requirements included in the scope (Lindland et al., 1994). The documentation focuses on the contribution of the documentation to the understanding of the considerations that guided the construction of the model and on the documentation appropriateness (Mohagheghi & Aagedal, 2007). Model clarity and understandability (MCU) are key quality characteristics of conceptual models (Akoka et al., 2008; Selic, 2003). Understandability, i.e., a model’s ability to be easily understood, is a model property that has been investigated quite intensely (Cruz-Lemus, Genero, Manso, Morasco, & Piattini, 2009).
Our study focused on comparing the MCU, correctness, completeness and documentation of a given conceptual system model expressed in two different modeling languages: Unified Modeling Language (UML) and Object-Process Methodology (OPM). As we explain in the sequel, the models were constructed in a large-scale undergraduate course by teams of students, based on reverse-engineering a complex Web-based system and authoring an appropriate scope and requirements document for that system.

**Unified Modeling Language**

UML – the Unified Modeling Language, developed by Object-Management Group (OMG UML, 2012), is the current de facto software modeling language. Developed by Rumbaugh, Booch, and Jacobson in 1996 as a non-propietary modeling language (Covert, 2012; Dori, 2002b), UML currently consists of fourteen diagram types – seven structural and seven behavioral. Researches (Cruz-Lemus, Maes, Genero, Poels, & Piattini, 2010; Zugal, Pinggera, Weber, Mendling, & Reijers, 2012), who analyzed the understandability of UML, have identified many related factors, including the size of the model, control flow complexity, and the impact of hierarchy and modularity on model understandability. Meta-analysis of UML understandability (Cruz-Lemus et al., 2009) concluded that UML understandability results are mainly affected by subjects' previous experience and the size and complexity of the UML diagrams modeled.

**Object-Process Methodology**

Object-Process Methodology (OPM) (Dori, 2002a) is a holistic formal graphical and textual paradigm for the representation, development, and lifecycle support of complex systems. OPM enables representing systems using a highly compact set of concepts in a single diagram type and equivalent natural language. The graphical OPM model is translated on the fly to a subset of natural English, complementing the visual representation with a textual one, catering to "left brainers" and "right brainers" alike. OPM has proven to be better in visual specification and comprehension quality when used for representing complex systems compared to OMT, a UML predecessor (Peleg & Dori, 2000). OPM's formal yet intuitive graphics and text combination makes it ideal for communicating and collaborating knowledge and ideas, even between inexperienced and novice users and domain experts who are not systems engineers. By using a single holistic hierarchical model for representing structure and behavior in the same diagram type, clutter and incompatibilities can be significantly reduced even in highly complex systems, thereby enhancing their understandability.

**Assessment and peer assessment in large scale engineering courses**

Assessment, defined as a collection of information on students’ outcomes (Nevo, 1995), is commonly applied to evaluate students' thinking skills. Bloom's taxonomy and its revisions (Krathwohl, 2002) classify students' thinking skills into six hierarchical levels: remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating. Effective and efficient assessment of students' thinking skills, as reflected in projects they carry out in large engineering PBL courses, requires creative approaches to cope with the need to devote much time and attention to examining a large number of different projects. In our case, each project contained several diagrams in two models of the same system in two languages.

Peer assessment is an assessment method in which students are asked to evaluate each other's work. Peer assessment helps students develop higher order thinking skills (Bedford & Legg, 2007). The peer assessment evaluation categories and their related criteria are defined in advance and should conform to the requirements presented for the task at hand. We used peer assessment as a means not only to develop students' higher order thinking skills, but not less importantly, to overcome the problem of the need to evaluate the massive amount of projects.

The wisdom of the crowd theory (Surowiecki, 2004) claims that the crowd evaluation and decision making can be more accurate and valuable than expert estimations. Based on the central limit theorem, crowd
evaluation can be modeled as the mean of the probability distribution of individuals' responses, which is centered near the true mean of the quantity to be estimated. Crowds' wisdom is a function of two factors: expertise and diversity. The crowd has to be comprised of individuals with some knowledge or expertise about the question they are asked to respond to. Additionally, individuals making up the crowd should have diverse perspectives on the issue being judged. If the expertise and diversity conditions hold, at least to some extent, the wisdom of the crowd can serve as a means to assess a large amount of projects in large-scale courses. Indeed, this is exactly what we did in our research. Students assessed their peer team projects, and since we had 12 individual assessments for each project, we could use the wisdom of the crowd as a reliable tool for assessing project performance level.

Research Goal
Our overall research goal concerns developing and assessing a new approach and support tool for teaching and assessing undergraduate students in large PBL engineering courses. The main goal of the study described in this paper was to develop and validate an approach and a supporting our specially-designed Web-based peer assessment tool. Specifically, we focused on evaluating and validating the meta-assessment—our assessment of the students' peer assessment of the UML and OPM conceptual models developed by teams of students in a large PBL engineering course.

Research Method

Research participants and setup
The research was conducted within the framework of the course Specification and Analysis of Information Systems at the Faculty of Industrial Engineering and Management at the Technion, Israel Institute of Technology during the winter 2012-3 Semester. The course objective is to familiarize 5th Semester Industrial Engineering and Information Systems Engineering undergraduate students with analysis, modeling, design, and assessment of systems in general and of information systems in particular.

Exactly half of the 130 students who took the course were females. Employing a PBL approach, we tasked students with reverse engineering a widely-used Web-based system, such as Gmail, Expedia, or eBay, derive a requirements document for that system as if it does not exist but needs to be developed, specify. They were then required to model the system as best they can. Groups of students constructed models of these Web-based systems using both UML and OPM conceptual modeling languages. These were taught every other week alternately. The students were assigned into 23 groups of six (some of five) students divided into two teams of three (some of two). After defining the requirements document for their reverse-engineered system and getting feedback during the first three weeks of the semester, the two teams within each group modeled the same system in a crossover method: In the first half of the remainder of the semester, the first team started to model the system using OPM while the second team started to model the same system using UML. Then the teams swapped, and each team continued elaborating and refining the model that the other team in the same group had started. This way, at the end of the semester, each group had two models of the same system: one expressed in OPM and the other in UML. Since both models were constructed in part by all the six team members, each student in each team had the opportunity to practice modeling in both OPM and UML. After submitting the final project toward the end of the semester, each student was asked to assess individually four models—two OPM and two UML models of two systems modeled by two other groups based on list of categories and criteria.

To collect the large amounts of data efficiently, we developed a dedicated Web-based peer assessment tool (see Figure 1). Using this tool, students had to compare and assess the four models individually based on four categories, including (1) model clarity and understandability (MCU), (2) model completeness, (3) model correctness, and (4) documentation. The students had been exposed to the categories and their related criteria
beforehand, and these were discussed extensively during the course. Each model in each project was assessed individually by 12 students. To increase grading homogeneity and make it difficult for students to collaborate on this online individual assessment assignment, each student was tasked with assessing a unique couple of projects, and a 24 hour time window was allotted for this assessment.

**Research tool**

The online individual peer assessment included written assessment and a corresponding grade in a scale of 1-10. To prevent students from giving 10 to all four models, the tool does not allow the assessing student to give any grade more than once for any one of the four models, so the highest set of grades can be 10, 9, 8, and 7. For example, in Figure 1 the assessing student gave 8 in the MCU category to the Evernote UML model and 6 to the OPM model. The Salesforce UML model got 7, and the OPM model got 9.

The grade each team member received for being part of the team that developed the UML and OPM models was the average of the 12 individual peer grades.

For the written peer assessment, the students were asked to write about three sentences per item that would clarify and justify the grade given based on criteria of each category and findings from the work. A significant part (about 35%) of the final course grade each student scored was based on this peer assessment. The aim here was threefold: (1) to endow the students with higher order thinking skills by assessing others' work, (2) to enable assessment of a large amount of projects without having to spend the prohibitive amount of time of the course team, and (3) to evaluate and grade the quality of each student's arguments in the peer assessment as reflected in her/his grading explanation and models comprehension. Since this is an assessment by the course teaching team of the students' individual assessment, we call this approach meta-assessment—assessment of assessment (see Figure 2). As noted, in this paper we focus on validating the meta-assessment.

For data analysis we used mixed method and adopted qualitative and quantitative approaches. The students' written explanation were read, rered, and gradually analyzed from a descriptive-interpretive perspective. We created a grading scale (see Table 1) based on themes that had emerged from students'

![Figure 1. A screenshot of the Web-based peer-assessment system – student's interface](image)

![Figure 2. A screenshot of the Web-based peer-assessment system – team course interface](image)
explanation combined with Bloom's taxonomy and its revision (Krathwohl, 2002). Three researchers were involved in data analysis and definition of the grading scale of the meta-assessment in order to establish its content validity.

Reliability of the meta-assessment tool was tested by five judges who were members of the course team. They were asked to evaluate several identical answers based on the grading scale. Correlation between judges ranged from .78 to .93 and were significant (p<.01).

Table 1. Meta-assessment grading scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Evaluation definition</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Valueless = 0      | Mistakes – misunderstanding criteria – do not fit section.                               | There were some errors in the OPM that makes it unclear [Correctness or Clarity & Understandability?; without explanation, without example…]
|                    | Mistakes – misunderstanding criteria – do not fit diagram.                              | User need to be in unfolding and not in UC diagram. ["UC" is a concept of UML while "unfolding" is a concept of OPM]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| Very Low = 20      | Doesn't show knowledge – very poor explanations – no findings summarizing and no examples.| Lines cross each other [where? what does it mean?]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| Low = 40           | Basic knowledge – poor explanations – one basic summarized criterion with one diagram example. | SD1 names of objects are meaningless [What is the problem with meaningless names? All the names are meaningless? Are the meaningless names appearing just in SD?]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        |
|                    | Basic knowledge – poor explanations- several basic summarized criteria, without any example. | The colors don't match and makes it harder to understand. More processes needed to be zoomed in another level. [why?]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     |
| Satisfactory = 60  | Basic understanding – several basic summarized criteria with some diagram examples.      | On overall the work is nice but some arrows and links cross each other (SD0, SD1) and makes it hard to read as well as the SD1.1 diagram included more than 5 processes and it is over loaded.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         |
| Good (-)= 75       | Good understanding – several criteria with some diagram examples – mismatch between the explanation and grading. | Sometimes it’s hard to read the diagrams because arrows cross each other (fig. 1.3, 1.5) and the caption on the lines is too small (fig. 1.1, 1.2). Additionally, some diagrams include unused objects (fig 1.4, 1.5) - adding unnecessary information can create confusion [this model was graded as 10]                                                                                                                                                                                                                       |
| Good = 80          | Good understanding – several criteria with some diagram examples – grading correspond to the explanations. | Most of the criteria are followed except missing the top-level diagram (very important for simplifying), the class diagram is overloaded and too small (a thing that could be avoided if it weren't overloaded).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| Very Good = 90     | Good understanding – basic analyzing ability – several criteria with diagram examples – Including analyzing the findings (findings generalization based on frequency) | It might be that the team was not fully aware about the compatibility that is required between the behavior diagrams and the classes' attributes and methods (as shown in Class Diagram) - for example figure 5 and 6.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     |
| Excellent = 100    | Complex understanding – high analyzing ability – several criteria with diagram examples – Including recommendations for improvement. | There is unfolding mixed with in zooming (Fig 2.3, 2.4). For better understanding it should be separate. … maybe I would use more tagged structural links for better explanation (Fig.6). A few mistakes that don't seem to indicate a big lack of understanding (one object is not connected to a process, XOR link missing-Fig.6), overall- the model seems to be correct. |
|                    | Complex understanding – ability to synthesis & conclude – several criteria with several different types of diagrams examples – drawing conclusions based on criteria (findings meaning). | … (Fig 2.5,2.7). Overall- more mistakes then the other OPM team, BUT their diagrams are more detailed and informative, that uses correct states of object's and tagged structural links which makes it better in my opinion.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
|                    | Complex understanding – ability to evaluate & compare - several criteria with several different type of diagram examples - drawing conclusions based on comparing to the other works (grading explanation). |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           |
Research Objectives and Hypotheses

In order to carry out the validation of our active learning approach and the tool designed to support it, we set up the following four research objectives and hypotheses: (1) Examine the correlation between the students' meta-assessment grades and their grades in the prerequisite software engineering course. We assumed that significant correlation will be found between these two students' evaluations since the prerequisite course is a condition for being admitted to our course. (2) Determine whether there was any effect of a student's level of involvement in teamwork and that student's meta-assessment grade. We assumed that students who reported relatively higher involvement will demonstrate higher thinking skills and get higher meta-assessment grades than students who were less involved in teamwork. (3) Determine whether there was any gender effect on the meta-assessment grades. Based on previous studies (Pekkarinen, 2012) although females and males studied and designed projects together in mixed teams and had the same opportunities to learn and practice modeling during the course, cultural differences in their prior education may affect their explanation and divert the meta-assessment grading. (4) Determine whether there was any order effect on the meta-assessment grades between the students who started to model with OPM (first part) and continued with UML (second part) to the crossover group of students who start with UML first and continue to model with OPM.

Findings and Analysis

A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was computed to assess the relationship between the meta-assessment grades and the prerequisite course grades. In line with our first hypothesis, the two grade variables were strongly correlated, r(128)=.69, p<.01. This finding indicates empirical criterion validity of the meta-assessment by preliminary course achievements.

In order to test the second, third, and fourth research hypotheses, we conducted three different t-tests. In all of them, the meta-analysis grade was the dependent variable, but they differed by the independent variable (teamwork involvement-level; gender; and first modeling language, respectively).

Teamwork involvement level was determined by the students' self-report. We asked them to evaluate their relative contribution to the teamwork, where a team usually consisted of three students in a group of six. Based on the students' answers, we divided them into two groups: those who reported involvement of themselves and contribution to the teamwork of 33% or lower and those who reported a proportion greater than 33%. In accord with the second hypothesis, there was a significant difference in the meta-assessment grades, as presented in Table 2. The meta-assessment grades of the students who reported relatively higher involvement were significantly higher than the others. The significant difference between these two groups provides evidence for construct validity by group comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teamwork involvement level</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>t(128)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33% or lower</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>18.72</td>
<td>4.68***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greater than 33%</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>13.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p<.001
The third hypothesis findings indicated that there was no significant effect of gender, t(128)=.98, p>.05. In other words, there was no significant difference between the meta-assessment grades of females (M=71.54, SD=17.23) and males (M=74.46, SD=16.80).

Finally, and in line with our fourth hypothesis, there was no significant order effect, t(128)=.075, p>.05, videlicet, no significant difference was found between the meta-assessment grades of the students who started to model with OPM (M=74.09, SD=17.41) and students who start to model with UML (M=71.88, SD=16.66).

The last two findings indicate the absence of bias that might offend or unfairly penalize students due to her/his gender or the order of the modeling language used to construct the model in the course.

**Discussion and Conclusions**

The main goal of the study described in this paper was to develop and evaluate a new assessment approach and a supporting tool for large-scale PBL engineering courses. We have described the motivation, underlying ideas, structure, and implementation of the course, the dedicated Web-based assessment tool, and the validation of the meta-assessment, which is unique to our course. The content validity of the meta-assessment was tested by three researchers. High level of reliability was computed by correlation amongst five judges. As hypothesized, there was significant correlation between the meta-assessment grade and the prerequisite course grade, indicating empirical criterion validity. Significant difference was found between students who had reported higher-than-average involvement in their team project and those who reported lower-than-average level of involvement, indicating construct validity by group comparison. Absence of bias that might offend or unfairly penalize students due to their gender was tested and proven that there is no significant meta-assessment grades difference between females and males and last but not least there is no significant meta-assessment grades difference between students who start to model with OPM and students who start to model with UML indicating absence of bias due to the order of using the modeling languages.

The finding of the reliability and validity of the meta-assessment tool strengthens the evidence of the whole Web-based assessment tool's reliability and validity. Future research will continue to examine the large amount of data with respect to tool's validation while we continue to use and improve our PBL approach for teaching information engineering undergraduate courses. Our study and findings contribute to theory and practice of teaching and assessing project-based large-scale undergraduate engineering courses.
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